Fine Diner & Proud Cloud
Fine diner: Oshana for always lining up sensibly at
lunchtime uand
for showing fantastic manners in the
able
dining hall.
Proud cloud: Emily for putting extra effort into
the presentation of her work this week.

Dates to remember
- Forest School is back to Wednesday
- PE is on Monday.
- World Book Day is Thursday March 2nd
2017.

Story telling
Thank you to all the parents who were able to
come and tell a story to the children. They
really loved hearing the different stories and
have been very inspired by them.

Pre-learning
Next week we will be focusing on punctuation
and grammar. When the children are
completing their home learning this week
could you please focus on these aspects with
them.
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Learning this week
English: This week we have been using research
that we completed in a history lesson to write
fact files about Roman soldiers. We then shared
the facts that we discovered with year 1. The
children worked incredibly hard on these fact
files and put in 100 % effort with their
presentation. We wrote a letter from a Roman
Soldier to his parents. During these lessons we
focused on paragraphs.
Maths: We used the book 365 penguins to carry
out some problem solving activities. During
these lessons the children learnt to solve
problems by working systematically and by
using knowledge that they already had e.g.
multiplication facts.

Have a lovely weekend!

Pre-learning
After half term the children will be making Roman
shields. If you have any large boxes (e.g. packing
boxes) or strong card that you could donate to
school we would really appreciate it.
Also after half term we will be carrying out a
science activity linked to light. Please could all
children bring in a cereal box including the plastic
bag inside the cereal box (Once it is empty of
course!).

Small acts of kindness
HAVING A CLEAR OUT?
We have just the thing for you!
Each class will be completing a ‘small acts of
kindness’ project thinking of others within
our local or wider community. The Year 3s
will be collecting books, toys and clothes to
drop off at the Cancer Research Charity
shop along the High Street. We would love
any unwanted items that are good quality
and suitable for donating. Having
collected a number of items, the children
will walk down to the charity shop and
drop them off.
We will be making this trip on FRIDAY 10th
FEBRUARY. Please send any donations to
school during the week beginning MONDAY
6th FEBRUARY. Thank you!

